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LRRK2: function and dysfunction

Analysis of LRRK2 accessory repeat domains: prediction of repeat length, number, and sites of Parkinson's disease mutations
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Abstract

Various investigators have identified the major domain organisation of LRRK2, which includes a GTPase Roc domain (ras of complex proteins) followed by a COR domain (C-terminal of Roc) and a protein kinase domain. In addition, there are four domains composed of structural repeat motifs likely to be involved in regulation and localization of this complex protein. Here, we report our bioinformatic analyses of the human LRRK2 amino acid sequence to predict the repeat size, number and likely boundaries for the armadillo repeat, ankyrin repeat, the leucine-rich repeat, and WD-40 repeat regions of LRRK2. Homology modelling using known protein structures with similar domains was used to predict structures, exposed residues and location of mutations for these repeat regions. We predict that the armadillo repeats, ankyrin repeats, and leucine-rich repeats together form an extended N-terminal flexible "solenoid"-like structure composed of tandem repeat modules likely to be important in anchoring to the membrane and cytoskeletal structures as well as binding to other protein ligands. Near the C-terminus of LRRK2 the WD-40 repeat region is predicted to form a closed propeller structure important for protein complex formation.
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Introduction

In 2004 two landmark reports first identified mutations in the large multi-domain leucine-rich repeat kinase two (LRRK2) as causing late-onset autosomal-dominant Parkinson’s disease [1, 2]. Various investigations have also indicated the presence of armadillo, ankyrin and WD-40 repeat regions in addition to the two catalytic domains, a Roc GTPase (ras of complex proteins) and a protein kinase domain, which are separated by a COR (C-terminal of Roc) domain [3]. However, a detailed analysis of all the repeat modules in LRRK2 is lacking. We have undertaken varied protein sequence bioinformatic analyses to predict the likely repeat lengths, number of repeat segments and likely boundaries for these modular domains. We then undertook homology modelling to predict the expected molecular shape and sites of several pathogenic mutations for the repeat domains.

Fig.1 summarizes the predicted arrangement for the LRRK2 domains with approximate repeat lengths and number.

Armadello repeats form an extended super helix

Marin (2006) characterised a block of LRRK2-specific repeats at the N-terminus [4]. Our analysis suggests these repeats are variants of the armadillo repeat structure. Following alignment of LRRK2 orthologs to select a LRRK2-consensus repeat sequence, we identified 13 putative armadillo-type repeats after application of the Position-Specific Iterative Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (PSI-BLAST). For LRRK2 we predict 13 tandem multiples of about 42 residues, similar to the well characterized β-catenin 42 amino acid repeats [5] (Fig. 2A). These repeats typically contain three alpha-helix segments as shown in Fig.2, a short helix1 followed by two longer helices. In β-catenin helix 2 and helix 3 pack against each other in an anti-parallel mode. These structurally-conserved, sequence-degenerate repeats are predicted to make up the largest LRRK2 domain of about 600 amino acids. Homology modelling indicates an extended super helix with a hydrophobic core (Fig 3B); based on elements of delta-catenin, PDB code 3L6X and importin-alpha structures PDB code 1EE4 [6, 7]. The Parkinson’s E334K mutation occurs on a predicted extended loop between armadillo repeats 6 and 7 (Fig.3B). Like β-catenin the LRRK2 armadillo domain is likely to have a shallow groove lined with positively charged residues, such as histidines from helix 2 and 3 of LRRK2 armadillo repeats.

Ankyrin repeats form gently curved extended structures

Similar to cytoskeletal erythrocyte ankyrin, we predict the LRRK2 protein also contains a set of 33 amino acid structural tandem repeats. Seven repeats were predicted with a profile hidden Markov model and PSI-BLAST using a set of known ankyrin domains (Fig. 2B). The LRRK2 consensus repeat is compared with human ankyrinR consensus sequence described by Michaeley et al., 2002 (PDB code 1N11) [8]. Ankyrin domains are characterised by two anti-parallel alpha-helices followed by a loop to form a gently curved structure. The predicted structure shown in Fig. 3B for LRRK2 ankyrin domain is modelled after the ankyrin repeat domain of ribonuclease L (PDB 1WDY) [9]. In this predicted structure, the Parkinson disease-associated mutation R793M is exposed on the surface of this domain on helix 2 of the putative ankyrin repeat 4. Thus, we predict that this mutation alters the surface charge of this domain. It is unclear whether this mutation affects the structural integrity and/or the protein-protein interaction ability of the putative ankyrin repeats domain of LRRK2.

Leucine-rich repeats form horse-shoe curved structures

Leucine-rich repeats (LRR) commonly occur as tandem repeats about 25 amino acids in length in multiples of 2-30 to form a solenoid/horse-shoe shaped structure as first shown
for ribonuclease inhibitor [10]. For LRRK2, 14 leucine-rich repeats of about 24 amino acids were predicted by conformity with the consensus sequence shown at the bottom of Fig. 2C, and by profile analysis using a pool of 743 structurally verified LRR repeats (REP V1.1, [11]). A common feature is an 11-residue sequence (LxxLxLxxNxL) in which the leucine and asparagine residues may be substituted by other hydrophobic residues. Fig. 3B depicts a predicted structure of the LRRK2 LRR domain modelled after parts of the known structures with similar repeat lengths (PDB codes: 1OGQ, 1ZIW, 2FT3). In this structure, the LRRK2 LRR domain contains 14 LRRs, which are grouped into two modules. Module 1 and Module 2 formed by LRR1-LRR7 and LRR9-LRR14, respectively, are linked together by a shorter LRR8. The putative N-terminal extended capping LRR 1 is shown at the top of Fig. 2C. In known structures each LRR subunit contributes a β-strand at the concave face to form a curved β-sheet, while the convex face consists of a variety of secondary structures with alpha-helices and turns and connecting loops [12]. LRRK2 ortholog-conserved leucine repeat "position 8" basic residues in LRR 4 (R1067) and LRR 7 (K1138) at the concave face are likely to be involved in functional ligand interactions. The LRR domain mutation R1067Q mapped to the putative LRR 4 is predicted to alter the surface charge of the concave face in the predicted structure (Fig. 3B).

A recent study of this LRR domain by Vancraenenbroeck et al. also predicted 14 LRR repeats for this LRRK2 region with a similar structural-repeat alignment and similar homology structural prediction [13].

**WD-40 repeat modules form closed β-sheet propeller-like structures**

WD-40 repeats are so-named after their common length of 40 residues and for containing an unusual tryptophan-aspartic acid motif. They were first identified in LRRK2 by Paizan-Ruiz and Zimprich and their co-workers [1]. Sequence alignment of LRRK2 with F-box/WD repeat-containing protein 7, facilitated prediction of seven WD-40 repeats in LRRK2 (Fig 3 A). A WD-40 consensus sequence from Li and Roberts, 2001 [14] is included below Fig. 3A. These repeats of the standard 40 residue length are expected to adopt a closed formation of β-sheet structures arranged radially to comprise a propeller-like shape (Fig. 3B). Each WD-40 repeat generally forms four β-strands named from A-D (Fig. 3B). WD-40 repeats generally occur as multiples of 6-7 due to packing constraints of the closed structure. Several inserts were identified occurring between predicted β-strands, including an extended insert after WD-40 repeat 5, which may form an exposed surface for protein interactions. Structural modelling of the LRRK2 WD-40 repeat domain utilising alignment with the F-box/WD40 repeat protein 7 (PDB 2OVP) [15] is shown in Fig. 3B. A similar structure was predicted by Jorgensen et al., for this domain which indicated a positively charged central cleft [16].

The Parkinson’s disease mutations G2385R and T2356I were mapped to elements of WD-40 β-sheet 5. These mutations may alter LRRK2 interaction with other proteins, ligands, LRRK2 domains, modify LRRK2 substrate recruitment or dimerisation.

**In conclusion:**

Detailed analysis of LRRK2 predicted repeat domains indicate that the protein is aptly named as "leucine-rich" with the N-terminal half composed of armadillo, ankyrin and leucine-rich repeat modules all containing many hydrophobic leucine residues. These N-terminal repeats are anticipated to form an extended flexible structure with a hydrophobic core exhibiting likely membrane and cytoskeletal anchoring and regulatory functions. The WD-40 repeat domain C-terminal to the catalytic domains may contribute to LRRK2 binding to other cellular proteins to form protein complexes and regulation of the catalytic activities.
of LRRK2. Homology modelling of repeat domains indicated that several pathogenic Parkinson's mutations may interfere with charge distribution on interaction surfaces. Testing of sequence-structure predictions described to date, awaits experimentally determined structures of the LRRK2 domains to further improve understanding of LRRK2 molecular function and interactions.
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Figure Legends:

Fig. 1  Arrangement of LRRK2 domains. Predicted size and number of repeat subunits for repeat domains are summarized to scale.

Fig. 2  Structural sequence alignments for putative repeats of LRRK2 armadillo, ankyrin, and leucine-rich repeat domains. Helix regions are shaded green, β-strand region is shaded yellow, sites of Parkinson's mutations boxed and in red text. A: LRRK2 consensus is compared with the armadillo consensus [17 ]. B: A LRRK2 ankyrin consensus is compared with consensus from ankyrinR [8]. C: The LRR consensus is shown below the figure[12]; LRR 1 is longer than standard, and repeat 8 shorter. The β-strand region is shaded yellow.

Fig. 3 A: LRRK2 WD-40 structural-based sequence alignment with β-strands shaded yellow. Several predicted inserts are in pink shading. Sites of Parkinson's mutations are boxed. A consensus for WD-40 repeats is given below [14].

B: Homology models for LRRK2 repeat domains. Domains were modelled using known structures with similar repeat lengths, as described in text. Sites of some Parkinson's mutations are indicated.
Linear arrangement of predicted domains in LRRK2

- Armadillo: 609 (42aa x 13)
- ankyrin: 227 (33aa x 7)
- LRR: 337 (24 aa x 14)
- Roc: 352 (40aa x 7)
- COR: 352 (40aa x 7)
- kinase: 352 (40aa x 7)
- WD-40: 352 (40aa x 7)
**A** LRRK2 armadillo structure-based sequence alignment (49-657)

```
1  EHASKLFGQKNIHVPLLVLDSYMVRASVQQVGVWLLCLKLIEVCPGTMQSLMG
2  QDVGNDWEVLGVHQLILKMLTVMHNASYVNLVIGLKLTLDDLTSK
3  ITLIIIDDEESDFMLIDFADMHKFPAEVDQVEQKLACKLRLED
4  EEQLTEFVEKDYMILLSASTNFKDEEEIVLHLVLHCLHSLAIPCN
5  NVEVLMGSNVRNCYNIVVEAMKAFPSMRSIQRVEQVSCCLLRLTL
6  GNFFNLIVLNEVHEFVKAVQQVQPAALQISALSCLALLTETTFNLQDLLEKNEQ
7  NDDEEGEDKIFWLEACYKALTWRKMRKHKVQAACWAIKNLNYQNSLH
8  EKIGEDGHFPAHREVMSLMLHSSSSKEVQASANALSTLEQEN
9  VFNRKILLSKGILNVKEMQKHIHKSEPEVASEGKMLMLHEL
10 GSNTSLDMAAAVFKILTVMKRETSPLQVEALRAILHFIVGMPMEESREDFTEHKL
11 NMVKKQQCFFKNDKILHLAANRFIGNPQIKCGLKVSSIVHF
12 PFDAELMSLEGAMDSVLHTQLMYPMDDQEQICQLGLSLIGYLIT
13 KKVNFITQGHALLKILVSSLRKYKDSVAEIQKGFQTLAILK
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Helix 1</th>
<th>Helix 2</th>
<th>Helix 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

LRRK2 consensus

Armadillo consensus

```
n k il g v h l V k ALq r f s E V q e G L k a L L e
xxxxxVxxxxxGxLPxLxLxLsxxdxxVxxxAaxaLxNLx
```

**B** LRRK2 ankyrin repeat alignment (676-902)

```
1  FHQMSSNIMEQKDQQFLNLCCCKFADKVMADDYL
2  KVNMLERACDQNSIMVECLLligADAKANQAKEG
3  SSILICQVFKESEFKVLEHNLINNGSREGQDV
4  RKALTISIGKDSQISLLLVRILALDVANNS
5  ICLGGFICKGVEPSWGLPQDPVTNSLRKQTNI
6  ASTRARMVIRYMQSKEVEGTAQSGDSNFSDEV
7  LSKFDEWTIFPSDSMDSVFAQDSDDSEGSEGS
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Helix 1</th>
<th>Helix 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

LRRK2 consensus

Ankyrin consensus

```
sl lgk s lv e l l i kgadvn
```

```
gstphlAaraGhleIvevLlkngadvnavtkn
```

**C** LRRK2 leucine-rich repeats alignment (984-1320)

```
1  ITSLSLANSERDLASQKCCISVHLEH
2  LEKLELHONALTSPQQQCLCTLKS
3  LTHLDLHNSKPTSFPSYLLKMSC
4  IANLDVPRNGPSVVLDPVTKCPT
5  LKFQNLSQNLQSFVFNLDVVEK
6  LEQLILEGKISGCISPLRLKE
7  LKILNLKNHSSLSENFLEACPK
8  VEFPSARMNLAMPFLLPS
9  MTILKLSQNKFCIDEAIALNLPH
10 LRSLSQNDQYLPQPAHWSKLNN
11 LRSLPSHNNQISLDDLSEKAYLWSR
12 VEKLHSLHMKLKEPPEICLEN
13 LTLQSNYLEDRLSPMNGKLSKWD
14 LPLDELHNDFKHIHICKADITIR
```

LRR consensus

```
LxxLxxLxxNxxLxx...xLxxLxx
```
A

LRRK2 WD-40 structure-based sequence alignment (2164-2515)

1. NASIWLCCGHTDRGQLSFLDINTEGRCTSEVADVSLICL
2. LVHLPVEKESIVTSQTSGTLLINTEDGKRHTLEKMTD
3. SFSKQSKQK KTVKLKGAAPKLKILN
4. SVTCLYCN NFLVGTDGKAIFE DIGNSTPLMLSE
5. VMWGCGG
6. STNSTERN TKIFSFSNDFITQKLIEKRTSOLFSYAAFSDS
7. EKLQGLI ENKESKHMSYSGR

NIITTVVDALYIAKQNSPVVEVWDDKTD CVHFLREVMVK

VKTCLQKNTALWITGGHILLDLSTRRLIRVIYNCNSVR

SLK NRKNTQ KQKEIQSCLTV

VMATAQLG NVMLV LGY GTQK WDINLPHVQNLIEHKRHVRK

WD-40 consensus

B

Homology models of predicted repeat domains in LRRK2

Armadillo

Ankyrin

LRR

WD-40
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